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Moderator André Choquet: This session is “application of enterprise risk management for pension plans”.
And I know you could have gone to the session on actuarial standards but I think you made the right choice in
coming here this afternoon. The session promises to be very interesting. Actuarial standards are important because
they give our profession consistency in the application of our practice and as such it allows us to earn our public’s
trust since we are a self-regulating profession. But before practice becomes standards, we need actuaries who
understand the challenges of business today, who can think creatively on ways to build risk framework, who can
help mitigate or manage those risks and who can see the pension plan not as an off-balance sheet item but as
another business line of our clients.

I’d like to introduce to you two actuaries who are certainly pioneers in the field of pension risk management
and enterprise risk management. Charles Gilbert is President and Founder of Nexus Risk Management. Charles
does a wide range of risk management for financial institutions worldwide, executes ERM, ALM and dynamic

hedging strategies for companies and performs risk optimization for asset management clients. Charles has over
20 years of experience in the Life insurance industry and has trained over 900 risk professionals, regulators, rating
agencies, analysts and senior management on asset liability management worldwide. He’s a Fellow of the CIA, of
the SOA and also holds the CFA designation and also the newly created Chartered Enterprise Risk Analyst
designation. Charles will speak to us this afternoon about ERM frameworks in general and how the financial
objectives of the pension plan can be set within those frameworks.

Next I’d like to introduce you to Steve Bonnar, who’s a principal in the Toronto office of Towers Perrin and
has been with the firm for over 25 years. He has an extensive background in actuarial and employee benefit
consulting, having assisted a wide variety of employers in the design, administration, communication, financing
and investment of their pension plans. He’s occupied the position of practice leader for retirement financial
management in Canada and leader of the asset consulting practice in the UK. He recently co-authored Towers
Perrin white paper on how to rejuvenate Canada’s pension system to accommodate the realities of the 21st Century
and he’s a frequent speaker on pension financing issues.

Steve is a Fellow of the CIA, of the SOA and also holds the CFA destination. He’ll talk to us about the issues
that need to be discussed with plan sponsors to help them adopt an ERM view of their pension plan. And he’ll



draw from the many years of experience to make his points. He tells me he can go on and on with these stories
about life in the trenches for hours but we’ll try to keep him under 25 minutes.

My name is André Choquet. I’m pleased to be here with you today. I have 17 years of consulting experience

in the financial management of pension plans with a variety of employers from the largest benefit consulting
firm in Canada to the leading actuarial firm in Jamaica to a small boutique consulting firm in Toronto where
I was developing individual pension plans. At RBC, my last employer, I was Director of pension benefits for
North America and had broad and multi-dimensional responsibilities for key elements of the company’s total
reward program.

I’ve been chairing the CIA ERM Applications Committee since August of 2007. The goal of this committee
is to promote the application of actuarial science to enterprise risk management and to market actuaries as
knowledgeable experts in this field. And this is done by focussing our efforts on four areas: creating educational
materials, engaging in dialogue with employee groups, industrial groups, and other professional associations,
identifying needs for new research in the field and communicating existing research and case studies of work in
the field through various media, including sessions at the CIA meetings, like in this meeting we have four sessions
organized. If you want to know more about the ERM Applications Committee, you can come to the breakfast
tomorrow morning, there’s going to be a table where we’re going to discuss that.

So the agenda for our session today will be as follows: I’ll start by talking to you about two things. First, some
results of a recently released survey funded by the Society of Actuaries entitled “Pension Risk Management:
Derivatives, Fiduciary Duty and Process”. I was part of the project oversight group and there were a few questions
that dealt with Enterprise Risk Management that I want to show the results to you. And second, I also would like
to tell you a little bit about how, an ERM tool developed by actuaries at insurance companies and banks, called
Economic Capital and how pension plans are integrated into that model. Maybe the lessons learned there could
be applied in other fields as well. Then Charles will follow with his presentation and Steve will close. We’ll have
enough time for questions at the very end.

In 2007, the research department of the SOA decided to retain the services of Susan Mangiero at Pension
Governance Inc. to investigate pension risk management of Canadian and U.S. plan sponsors. The objectives of
this research are fourfold: one, to understand why and how plan sponsors employ derivative instruments if at all,
two, to identify what plan sponsors are doing to address asset and liability risk in the context of fiduciary
responsibilities, three, to assess if and how plan sponsors vet the way in which their external fund managers handle
investment risk and fourth, to find out if plan sponsors currently embrace an Enterprise Risk Management
approach, with respect to their DB risk.

A total of 162 retirement plan decision makers in the U.S. and Canada were polled in late 2007 and early
2008. They identified themselves in one of two categories, either users or non-users, so 44 plans were users,
meaning that they trade derivatives directly and 118 do not trade derivatives directly. But a non-user may
nevertheless be exposed to derivatives indirectly if any external money manager uses derivatives. Users tend to
have larger plans with 40% of them compared to 14% of non-users having plans above 5 billion dollars. There
were 37 questions on the survey, I have only chosen four of them that relate to the extent to which ERM concepts
are employed by plan sponsors in managing their pension risk.

The first question was asked to users and non-users “Does your organization have a Chief Risk Officer?”
as shown on the graph, only 30% of users and 20% of non-users answered yes to that question. So about 60% of
respondents in both groups say that have no plans to hire a Chief Risk Officer any time soon. It would be
interesting to see if the fallout from the credit crisis would change the results to that question at this time.

Next we asked users and non-users “Does your organization have a risk budget in place that incorporates risk
from defined benefit plans?” Again not a strong sign that ERM exists at those companies or that pension risk
management is integrated with ERM. Nearly 60% of users and non-users do not have a risk budget that addresses
DB plan issues and another 11% of users and 23% on non-users are not sure about it.
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This question was asked to users only, “Do you benchmark risk management activities of your defined benefit
plan?” 40%, that’s the blue bar there, 40% do not benchmark against either company goals or pension peers or
industry standards or external audit needs or regulatory guidance. This result is somewhat worrisome, how can users

know when and how to revise their risk management policies and practices if they don’t compare results with some
pre-identified and appropriate set of standards? So is transacting in a vacuum likely to expose decision makers to
allegations of breach of bad processes? How can plan sponsors identify how to improve if there’s no basis for
determining what constitute good versus inferior outcomes?

At first I thought the results of this question would be a resounding yes, users were asked “Has or will FAS
158 cause you to change your current use of derivatives as part of defined benefit plan risk management?” Just as
a recall FAS 158 is the U.S. accounting standard that came into effect in 2006 requiring an employer to recognize
the funded status of the defined benefit plan as an asset or liability in its balance sheet and to recognize changes
in that funded status annually through comprehensive income. So only 21% of users believe FAS 158 has or will
cause to change their current use of derivatives as part of DB plan risk management. If we remove the respondents
for whom this question does not apply, we get 29% of respondents. So I found this surprisingly low considering
that response from another question in the survey indicated that the accounting impact was the defined benefit
plan risk area that concerned respondents the most. But then again it may simply mean that users have been
trading derivatives for a long time you know even before FAS 158, there are larger plans after all and they have
access to the expertise. It’ll be interesting to see if Canadian plan sponsors will change their use of derivatives when
international accounting standards IFRS come along in 2011, and that’s something Steve will talk to us about a
little bit later.

Now, I mean the point of this whole session is that you know, pension risk cannot be viewed in isolation
from the risk faced by the plan sponsor. At this point I’d like to talk to you about how pension risks are integrated
with ERM at banks and insurance companies, which could be an indication of how it could be done outside the
financial sector. Banks and insurance companies are heavily regulated, millions of Canadians trust them to deliver
on their promises and regulators make sure that they will deliver. When we say capital in insurance companies we
mean assets minus liabilities, so capital would be the equivalent of surplus in the pension world, the net assets. OSFI
has its own set of rules to define the minimum capital needed for insurance companies that’s the MCCSR or
minimum continuing capital and surplus requirement.

So Economic Capital is different from regulatory capital, it’s an Enterprise Risk Management tool, it’s the
capital that the firm needs to ensure that its balance sheet stays solvent over a certain time period with a pre-
specified probability. So what does that mean? Well in simple terms, it means that they calculate the net assets of
the insurance company on a going concern basis and then the net assets on the stress basis and the difference
between the two net assets is the Economic Capital. And to calculate the net asset on a stress basis, they’ll generate,
you know, thousands of scenarios and calculate the net assets on each of these scenarios and we’ll choose the 99
percentile or 99.9 percentile. So what is the worse case scenario? That’s what we call value at risk or VAR model
with an x nth percentile.

So where does the pension plan fit in the Economic Capital model? Well the pension plan is viewed as a
stand-alone line of business, so the riskiness of the plan on its own is not as important as its contribution to the
firm’s Economic Capital. You see, up to now plan sponsors and the pension community and regulators have, for
the most part, been looking at the pension plan as some kind of off-balance sheet item. And the risks have been
sometimes measured but most often not managed because the link to the source, to the company, was ignored
except in times of crisis like we have seen recently or in 2005.

Economic Capital allows for better comparison of risks taken by different lines of business and more
importantly it reflects the correlation between those risks. If you own a manufacturing company and one of your
lines of business is sun screen lotion, it will appear to be vulnerable on its own to the risk of bad weather. But if
you have another line of business that makes umbrellas that too will also appear to be risky from a weather
standpoint but since the risks are negatively correlated, so each line brings down the total risk level that the company
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is facing. Similarly in any Economic Capital model, the risks in the pension plan are not as important as the impact
of the pension plan on the firm’s Economic Capital. So new investments and other strategic decisions are judged
based on how much risk they bring to the company and the reward for that risk. Similarly new pension plans

design or investment strategies would be judged based on their impact on the Economic Capital.
So in a few words and very simply speaking, this is what is happening in the financial sector. And I believe

for some companies and some industries, the Economic Capital model or some simplified version of it could be
a useful ERM tool.

I’ll just finish my address by inviting you to view the full research survey from the SOA available online at
the SOA website. The main points to retain from that survey are that one, few plan sponsors are currently
embracing an enterprise risk management approach to manage their DB plan risk; two, survey respondents seem
to rely mainly on basic asset-based tools to measure risk, Charles will talk about, you know, more advanced tools.
And there seems to be a disconnect also between the questions where plan sponsors described themselves as doing
all the right things to manage investment and liability risk. And the questions that suggest that risk management
are overly broad and therefore unlikely to thwart problems before they escalate.

I also invite you to view a booklet on ERM called “ERM: Should we be doing it?” this is a booklet that our
committee produced in October. The intended recipients were Boards of Directors and Senior Management across
Canada, but actuaries can certainly learn quite a lot from it. So I will now stop here and pass the microphone to
Charles who will be going on with his presentation. Thank you.

Speaker Gilbert:Merci André. Financial institutions have been doing Enterprise Risk Management for almost a
decade now but it’s a topic that’s fairly recent to the pension world. So my presentation today we’re going to talk
about applying Enterprise Risk Management to pension plans. One of the main benefits of Enterprise Risk
Management for a pension plan is that it allows the plan to focus on achieving the overall plan goals. It’s much
more than just a risk management or risk mitigation tool or a framework and André mentioned a few of the
financial goals that we might consider, some of these might be constraints, that’s really going to depend on how
the company or the pension plan defines its Enterprise Risk Management conceptual framework. A concept that’s
a little bit foreign, in the pension plan context, from ERM is the concept of a risk appetite. This is something that,
when we talk about a risk appetite we talk about that from the company’s perspective and so this is something that
you can think of a little bit more naturally in the context of a private pension plan. So, we need to relate back, you
know, when we decide what is the risk appetite, we’re really talking about from the company’s perspective, what
is the risk appetite for the pension plan?

The other point that I’d like to make is that Enterprise Risk Management is more than LDI (Liability-Driven
Investment). LDI looks at trying to manage the assets and the liabilities and looks at, you know, the risk associated
between the assets and liabilities, but more often than not LDI still looks at or focuses on the investment objectives.
And what Enterprise Risk Management does is it shifts that focus away from the investment objectives and looks
at the overall financial objectives for the pension plan, the financial and strategic objectives. Now companies that
are doing a LDI, and do have an ALM approach for their pension plans, there is an opportunity to integrate that
within the overall ERM framework so that you can execute that to achieve your overall financial goals subject to
your risk appetite. Finally one of the most powerful benefits from using this approach, using this framework, is
that you can set this up as a risk optimization and we’ll talk a little bit about that later on.

So within insurance companies and banks, Enterprise Risk Management can be set up as a tool to run the
business. So companies are actually implementing ERM more than just managing the risk exposure, they’re
implementing this as a way to run their businesses, it’s a strategic decision-making framework through which
everything goes through. So this is certainly something that can be used for pension plans as well. And there’s two
aspects of this or two parts to this. The first part is risk control and here Enterprise Risk Management is not about
eliminating risk or minimizing the risk exposure, Enterprise Risk Management recognizes that pension plans,
financial institutions are in the business of taking risk providing that you’re fairly compensated for those risks.



So it’s really eliminating those risks that you’re not being compensated for taking and looking at taking risk or
assuming risk that provide the highest risk reward profile.

And then the second part of ERM is to achieve your strategic objectives. And in insurance companies this is

to create value and gain competitive advantage. In the context of a pension plan, we need to look at what are the
financial objectives of the various stakeholders and agree on who the stakeholders are.

The way Enterprise Risk Management has evolved over the last decade. The first implementation of ERM
really looked at executing ERM at a tactical level. So here the focus was on risk mitigation, so controlling risk and
the ERM conceptual framework really just provided the risk tolerances, it didn’t really provide any more direction
than that. And so the key activities in this implementation of ERMwere the risk assessment and the risk mitigation.
So in risk assessment, you would identify all of the sources of risk, measure and evaluate your risk exposures and
as André mentioned, for financial institutions they use a common currency for measuring and quantifying all of
their different risks. So if you’re looking at an interest rate risk, there’s different ways that you can measure interest
rate risk exposure, if you’re looking at your inflation risk or your longevity risk, you use a whole set of different
metrics. But Economic Capital is a tool or a measure that can be used to measure all of these, put all of these in a
common currency, if you will, and measure them in an internally consistent fashion.

And then for risk mitigation, when companies or pension plans look at executing Enterprise Risk Management
at the tactical level, the focus is on risk mitigation, here the goal is really to eliminate or reduce the risk exposure
based on your risk limits, allocating Economic Capital, executing operational controls, so those are really the main
focus. Over the last four, five maybe six years, companies have started to execute Enterprise Risk Management at
a strategic level and so there is a recognition that this was actually a very powerful way to run their business and
we could get very clear about specifying what it was we were trying to do in terms of the financial goals, the
financial objectives, specifying our risk appetite, our risk tolerances, all the constraints and then formulating
strategies that would help us to achieve those goals. So here the focus shifted from a risk control to focussing on
achieving the financial objectives. And here in a shareholder context, the focus is on value creation.

So the key activities, when we’re talking about executing ERM as a strategic decision-making framework, are
on risk taking and risk governance. And so there’s a recognition that if you’re in the business for financial institutions
or even a pension plan of taking risk, that’s fine as long as you’re being fairly compensated for that risk. So risk
taking is actually looking for those risks that are going to be consistent with your risk appetite but are going to
provide you with a fair or the highest compensation possible. And then the second key activity is to align the
Enterprise Risk Management with the overall risk governance, modifying your risk exposure profile based on your
risk appetite and eliminating those risks that you’re not compensated for.

So I’ve mentioned the conceptual framework for ERM and what I’m really referring to is the specifications
of the overall financial goals, defined from the perspectives of the stakeholders, the financial objectives, the risk
appetite, the risk tolerances and constraints. And this really provides the link between ERM and the strategic
objectives of the pension plan. And it ensures that, again from a shareholder’s perspective, that you’re formulating
strategies that are going to be creating value consistent with the risk appetite of the company. And then, finally,
in addition to articulating your strategic goals, objectives, risk appetite, risk tolerances, you also identify all of your
constraints both internal, external, regulatory etcetera.

Now I mentioned risk appetite — it’s more of a corporate company concept, it’s something that is considered
more at a strategy level, there’s a number of different definitions for risk appetite probably the most common one
is to define risk appetite as “the amount of risk that our company is willing to take on to increase stakeholder
value”. And again, stakeholder can be, it’s one of the questions that you need to address in terms of implementing
this for a pension plan. But the risk appetite would reflect the company’s culture, the specific circumstances of the
company, generally speaking risk appetite would be specified in a qualitative manner so you would have something
like a scale, you know, from a low to high and, you know, an example of a company that has a high risk appetite
might be a company that’s willing to take on, you know, a more risky business might be looking at growing the
business through acquisitions, they’re willing to take on more risks or allocate more capital in the pursuit of value.
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Then on the other end of the spectrum, where you have low risk appetite, that would indicate that you have an
aversion to volatility or wanting to limit your chances of large losses.

Now the risk appetite is something that you specify at a strategic level, it’s something that you specify, most

companies specify this in qualitative terms. From that we need to get more specific and we look to the risk tolerances
to give us more specific limits, if you will, on the risk that the company wants to take. So again, a common
definition for risk tolerance is “the amount of risk that a plan or company is willing to take in order to achieve a
specific objective”, it’s going to be consistent with, it’s going to reflect the company’s overall risk appetite and
typically the risk tolerance is expressed as a quantitative limit. André was talking about Economic Capital, that
would be one way to define or specify the risk tolerance in terms of an amount of Economic Capital if you’re
looking at doing some Monte Carlo simulation or stochastic modelling, you could look at a confidence level,
confidence interval or a CTE, conditional tail expectation for the risk tolerance. If you’re looking at specific types
of risk exposure such as interest rate risk exposure you can specify the risk tolerances using some of the more
traditional risk metrics such as duration, partial duration, convexity, etcetera.

So that’s the conceptual framework for Enterprise Risk Management. In terms of how you would implement
ERM, the first step in the process is to identify the sources of risk. So for a plan you’ve got multiple sources of risk.
If the plan has any indexation of benefits, you’ve got inflation exposure, you’ve got longevity exposure, there’s a lot
of uncertainty in the liability cash flows. All of those sources of risk need to be identified in terms of the interest
rate risk looking at both the assets and liabilities, the credit risk, liquidity risk so all the different sources of risk
associated with the pension plan need to be identified. It’s not just on an economic basis, it’s also looking at your
risk in terms of your contribution rate or benefiting your pension expense, it’s however you look at, if you look at
the volatility of those items as a source of risk, that needs to be identified.

Once you’ve identified all sources of risk, the next step in the process is to quantify all of those risk exposures
and again as André mentioned, Economic Capital would be one tool that you could use to quantify all of those and
again the nice thing about that is that it gives you sort of a common measure to relate all of these different risks.

The third step, once we’ve identified and quantified the risk exposures, is to take a look at the risk profile and
decide whether or not we like that risk and whether or not we’re being fairly compensated for that risk. So that
could mean taking a look at the asset mix and looking at the amount of alpha and beta exposure that you have
and are you being fairly compensated for the mismatch that is within a pension plan. And if the answer is yes, then
you can keep that risk profile, if the answer is no, then you can formulate and execute a strategy to tailor that risk
to give you the desired risk profile that you’re looking for. And then the last step, is recognizing that ERM is an
on-going process. The last step is to monitor the risk exposure and revise the strategies as necessary.

So I’d like to take a step back at this point and just contrast what we’re been talking about to the traditional
way that pension plans are managed on the asset side. And the traditional asset management approach typically
looks at the assets separately, so it’s an asset-only approach. And in contrast to ERMwhere the focus is on the overall
financial objectives, here, under the traditional asset management approach, the focus is on achieving the
investment objectives. So the liability characteristics would be taken into account in setting those investment
objectives and we’d also have risk tolerances and constraints that are defined in the context of this asset-only
approach. And that sets the pension plan up so that the assets can be managed separately by an external asset
manager or by an internal asset manager. But basically here the goal is based on the total return of the assets.

If we look at the investment process for a pension plan under the traditional asset management approach, the
first step in the process is typically to conduct an asset liability study. Most pension plans would conduct this once
every three years or so. That would lead to the determination of the asset mix or the strategic asset allocation.
Once that’s been selected then the selection of the benchmarks, for each of those asset classes. Then once the asset
classes and the benchmarks have been determined, the last step is hiring the asset manager.

Now the termination of the strategic asset allocation and the selection of the benchmarks are not surprisingly
the major sources of risk and return. If we look at a first step, the strategic asset allocation, that’s typically been
determined using some kind of an efficient frontier optimization so looking at maximizing the total return of the



assets for a given level of risk. Some pension plans have actually looked at this in terms of defining the economic
surplus, so maximizing the total economic surplus between the assets and the liabilities, so not just looking at the
assets but looking at the assets minus the liabilities.

The next step, selection of the benchmarks, this can be based on a market index, it could have a duration
target, it can be a set of liability-driven benchmarks such as a replicating portfolio, or minimum risk portfolio
benchmark. So there’s a number of different ways that those benchmarks can be selected. So the asset allocation,
as we mentioned, defines the asset mix, it reflects the investment objectives, the risk tolerances and the constraints
of the client and for anyone who’s ever done this, one of the shortcomings of this approach is that it’s very sensitive
to the assumptions that are put in. So if we’re looking at historical data for the expected returns, various variances
and correlations of the asset classes, the period that we select is going to impact the end result, the end selection
of that mix.

So just to pause and take a question here, if we’re looking at the traditional asset management approach, the
answer to this question might be fairly simple. If you have a choice between two portfolio managers, one that has
a total return of 15% for their pension fund and then another portfolio manager that achieved a total return of
negative 15% for their pension fund, which would you choose? Howmany people would choose portfolio manager
B? One person.

U-M: It depends on the (??)

Speaker Gilbert: How many people would choose portfolio manager A? OK, so most of you would choose
portfolio manager A, but I think we heard the answer, it depends on the benchmark and if the liabilities are the
benchmark in this case, what if I told you that portfolio manager A achieved a total return of 15% on the assets,
but the liabilities have increased by 30%.Whereas portfolio manager B, achieved the total return of negative 15%
on the assets but the liabilities decreased by 15% so they were perfectly immunized. Would that change your view
on who you would pick for the portfolio manager?

And I guess this highlights the fundamental flaw with the traditional asset management approach is that, all
you’re focussed on is the total return, you’re not looking at the overall financial objectives of the plan and which
of these for example would minimize the volatility of the contribution rate, if that’s your financial objective or the
solvency level of the plan.

So before we can implement an ERM framework and determine the financial goals, the conceptual framework
for ERM, there’s a number of questions that we need to ask in terms of setting those financial objectives:

Who owns the assets?
Who does the surplus belong to?
In terms of the stakeholders, should we be focussing on the shareholder interest or the plan participant interest?
Who is it that ultimately bears the risk? Is it the company? Is it the plan members?
Should we be focussing on contribution ratio level or stability of the contribution ratio?
Should we be taking a short-term view versus a long-term view?
Should we be focussing on, you know, accounting versus economic perspectives?
So these are all, you know, some of the questions that setting up an ERM framework forces you to answer.
And then lastly the prize that you get at the end of all this and investing in going through this process of

establishing and defining the conceptual framework for the overall Enterprise Risk Management is it allows you
to do what we call this risk optimization. So the first thing, the first benefit, that we mentioned at the beginning
of our presentation was that the ERM conceptual framework forces you to focus on the right questions. And once
you’ve done that, you can set this up as a linear programming problem where you’re simply going to maximize your
objective functions subject to your risk tolerances and constraints, and there’s a little bit more to it than that, but
once you’ve done that, you can, you know, companies use these optimization algorithms to simultaneously
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maximize their return and minimize their risk. And if you do this, you can achieve some pretty spectacular results.
And I’ll stop there and if we have time at the end, I can go through some of this more.

Speaker Steve P. Bonnar: Good afternoon. What I’m going to do is take you through some of the thought
processes or discussions that you typically have with a plan sponsor trying to answer some of the questions that

Charles raised at the very end of his presentation.
You can’t really though start with the question, what are the key risks? Because from a financial perspective,

those four risks are probably the key ones that are up there. The fact that assets are mismatched with liabilities,
the fact that yields may go down raising the measurement of your liability, the fact that inflation expectations may
go up increasing the actual liability that you have, demographic issues, people might live too long, retire at the
wrong time and the like. From a corporate plan sponsor’s perspective, the real issue or risk, in my view anyway, is
the impact on their financial statements of the pension plan. So with that then sort of initially leads you to is
asking the question, OK within what bounds do you want to manage cash contributions to the pension plan?
And I’ll tell you that many years ago I started many assignments asking a question very similar to that and I
generally got blank stares. And it took me a while to figure that out and if you’ll indulge me, I’ll tell you what
needed clear in my mind, why that was the wrong question to start with.

I’m going to take it into a completely different context, and it was a very personal context. My wife and our
plumber conspired to convince me we needed to remodel one of our bathrooms. And after doing that, the plumber
asked the right question and the equivalent question to what I had just asked the plan sponsor, what’s your budget
for this project? And I hope I kept a straight poker face but the fear running through my head was, on the one
hand if I give a budget that’s too low, I’m going to end up with a hole in my floor and if I give a budget that’s too
high, I’m going to end up with gold plated faucets and the like, neither of which are what I wanted. The basic
answer is, I had no context to be able to answer that question.

Plan sponsors have no direct context, some are actuaries but for the lion share of CFOs and Treasurers out
there that aren’t, they have no context to answer that question effectively. So in my mind the right route to go is
to take them back to their business, they understand how the finances of their business operate. So the correct
approach is to ask questions about their business, understand the sensitivities within the business and understand
then how the pension plan fits into all of that. What I’m going to do is take you through some of those key
questions and then a couple of case studies as to what actually happened in real life examples. I’ve sanitized them
and simplified them a little bit but they’re both real life examples.

So some simple questions about corporate objectives, not pension objectives, corporate objectives. What are
the key measurement metrics? Cash, sorry, what are shareholders focussing on?What are rating agencies focussing
on for credit ratings for their debt? What are equity analysts focussing on for writing sell side (ph) reports? What
commitments has that organization made to the financial community? What bond covenants do they have?What
promises or expectations have they created in shareholders’ minds? What commitments have they made to rating
agencies? And I’m going to keep focussing on rating agencies because more and more I think they’re somewhat
ahead of the rest of the financial community, with respect to their understanding of pension finances. I mean, I’ve
worked with one particular client where the rating agency has in essence told them that the size of the deficit,
actually the size of the pension plan but also the size of the deficit in the pension plan has affected their credit rating.
That increases the cost for them to run their business. Lower the credit rating, higher the cost of debt, particularly
in the current market environment.

Those first two questions are largely aimed at the top of the house, the headquarters operation. Lots of
subsidiary organizations in Canada, it’s important to ask of the subsidiary, what perspective you’re looking at with
respect to pension risk. Is the perspective that of the subsidiary or that of the global headquarter? Because you get
very different answers, you get very different answers to the optimization question, depending on whose perspective
you’re taking. And if the answer from the subsidiary is that we should be taking the global headquarter’s perspective,
the next question to ask, quite tactfully, is how Canadian management bonuses are set? Because the financial



metrics in the bonus structure should be an indication of what’s important or not for Canadian management and
if things like pension expense or corporate or Canadian cash flow is affecting management bonuses, presumably
things that are important, that needs to be recognized and perhaps fixed, if what you’re doing is satisfying a global

objective for pension investments.
Also ask questions about strategic business planning. What are the right time horizons? Charles mentioned

quite correctly that the time horizon is going to affect the optimization. The planning horizon for the pension plan
should fit in with the planning horizon for the sponsors’ business. What are the businesses’ short-term and long-
term goals, both financial and strategic? What are they actually trying to be when they grow up, in essence? What
are key factors that can prevent the achievement of their goals? Some things, weather for example, you know, really
doesn’t have an effect on the pension plan, at least not a very direct effect, other things inflation, yields, currency
movements do have direct effect on the financing of the pension plan. So it’s important to try and tease out some
of those key factors that can prevent the company from achieving their goals. Also important to get a sense as to
how changes in the economy, particularly important question now, changes in the competitive landscape, the
sponsor’s competitive landscape, are, you know, what’s happening there? Do they have a short-term opportunity
that they can take advantage within their business that affects how much risk they can or cannot take within the
pension plan? It’s not necessary to become an insider in all of this, it’s not necessary to get confidential information,
it is necessary to get a general sense of the organization and what the key issues are that, are their risks as a company?

And as I mentioned before, important to understand whether things going on in the pension plan and things
going on in the company are moving in the same direction or opposite direction. Does the pension plan represent
a natural hedge to the company? Or is it making results more extreme? And the key issues are their price, inflation
typically, interest rates, economic strength, think of that as good or bad, equity markets, and currency movements
and typically certainly in the Canadian economy important to ask about sensitivity to different currencies, often
sensitivity of the business to the U.S. dollar is different from sensitivity of the business to everything else. If for
example the, you know, you might think that currency over long-term doesn’t generate any return just generates
a lot of risk, the normal position might be therefore within the pension plan to hedge all currency exposures. It’s
probably not the right thing to do if the business is going to struggle if the U.S. dollar strengthens because they’ve
got some commodity input. If the U.S. dollar strengthens, you really don’t want to have hedged away the economic
benefit of that by hedging the U.S. dollar within the pension plan or the U.S. exposures within the pension plan.

Most of the questions so far have really related to the business and you should, by this point, you typically do
get a very good sense as to what the key drivers are of the business and then it’s time to move that down into the
pension plan. What’s the most important form of cost management? Is it cash, is it pension expense? It’ll be pretty
clear or it should have been pretty clear from the earlier part of the discussion, what rating agencies are thinking
about, what financial analysts are thinking about. You probably should know before the discussion what you
suspect the answer to this question is. Different industries function off of cash, other industries function off of
expense, I guess, on one end of this spectrum you might think of a food wholesaler as really not caring too much
about cash because they generate it like no tomorrow within their business but they operate on razor-thin margins
so management of pension expense is very important. The other end might be sort of base metal mining companies
often really don’t care too much about pension expense alternatively those organizations that have been acquired
by private equity firms also focussing almost exclusively on cash as opposed to expense. What’s important to
manage, whether it’s cash or expense, will clearly affect the optimization.

How will the pension plan affect the view of the financial community? I gave you the anecdote before of the
company who basically been told quite clearly by the rating agency that the size of the deficit had dropped their
credit rating one notch. It hadn’t dropped it one notch but it didn’t allow them to move up a notch, they’re currently
BBB organization. In the current environment if the size of their deficit gets much larger, they have the potential
to drop from BBB to BB which will have dramatic effect on their business. The cost of capital goes way up, far
fewer players in the market can hold non-investment grade debt than investment grade debt. And how does all
this play out in a different form for subsidiaries as opposed to those organizations that are headquarters?
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So now with all of this context hopefully all of this context, you can ask the questions we kind of started
thinking were the right ones, or I started thinking were the right ones to begin with. What’s the desired range for
the key metrics? Within what, you know, areas would you like to manage cash contributions, pension expense,

funded ratios? What are your pain thresholds or risk tolerances? At what point does it get painful but one way or
another you can muddle through and at what point does it get excruciating in terms of absolute levels of cash
contributions and pension expense? What extent of year-over-year volatility in those metrics are painful but
acceptable, sorry, painful but there’s a way to deal with them or absolutely unacceptable? And those are the kinds
of constraints you’re looking for when you’re moving toward an optimization for assets allocation. What’s the
impact on the rest of the business? If the pension plan suddenly needs x millions more in money, in cash, where
does that come from? How does it affect the rest of the business? That helps them sort of, with setting out their
thresholds, their pain thresholds here. And also important to ask a question about, you know, are there any non-
economic factors? You know, pensions at competitors, pensions at suppliers, does that enter into this? Does
maverick risk concern you? Does doing something that may make a whole lot of sense for you as a business but is
different from what the rest of the world’s doing, is that a problem or an issue? Those kinds of, you know, non-
financial questions are important to ask and understand. So those are the questions, as I said I’m going to take you
through a couple of case studies now that sort of demonstrate the answers to the questions in what were a couple
of real life cases.

The first case, what is the business like? This information, some of which we knew in advance, but other
pieces of this came out from the discussion with the client. They’re a subsidiary. They run global lines of business.
Canada is self sufficient in cash so almost without limit they could put into the pension plan whatever was required,
they might need to tell HQ what they were doing and that they were planning on putting a significant size
contribution into the plan but that wasn’t going to cause them pain. What was going to cause them pain is that
their lines of business or the Canadian elements of their global lines of business were measured by productivity
measures, which in their context was revenue to employment cost. What goes into employment cost? Pension
expense. How did they manage revenue to employment cost? How did the lines of business accommodate increases,
generally increases are always the bad ones, as opposed to decreases but increases in pension expense, how does that
filter through to employment cost?

I’m not going to tell you that the way I go at it is, sort of, as rigorous as the way Charles described. What we
try and do was just get a good sense as to what the constraints are and then look at different asset allocations to
see how well different alternatives meet the objectives. What’s the pension plan in their case? It’s a combination
DB and DC plan, the DB plan had been closed to new entrants for over ten years at this point, all new employees
go into the DC side. The pensioners’ liability is roughly 80% of the total DB liabilities and at the time of this study
I was very careful in my wording of this particular point, at the time of this study they were roughly 100% solvent,
I don’t think they can say that as of the end of October.

So that’s a description of the pension plan, what actually mattered to them? Pension expense. What was the
expected pattern of pension expense? And I’m not going to take you through the whole exercise, what was the
expected pattern of pension expense? It was expected to reduce over time. What was the Canadian organization’s
attitude to taking risk within the pension plan? They would prefer to take less risk than more risk, particularly when
their most important metric was expected to be reducing over time in any event. So if, it kind of seemed like a
wonderful marriage of circumstances, if what we did was reduce their exposure to, call it return generating asset,
primarily equities but not exclusively, what would happen is, in expectations anyway, pension expense would
reduce but at a more gradual level, the range of results would shrink in, another good thing, and generally things
would be quite good. So the key actions that we recommended, and I’ll tell you the punch line at the end, that
the existing allocation to equity was recommended to go down by almost 15%. And that as I said would produce
more level expected pattern of expense with far less volatility. They considered again, given that 80% of the liability
was with respect to pensioners, they considered for a very short period of time only about annuity purchase but



the settlement cost for them to purchase annuities, notwithstanding that they had the money or the cash in the
plan to do that, the accounting settlement cost was too painful for them to accept.

As I went through the questions up front, I emphasized that it was important to figure out what perspective

you were looking at whether it was a subsidiary or the global headquarters. These recommendations were all
accepted by the Canadian subsidiary in discussion with their global headquarters that had kind of flip flopped back
and forth between not wanting to take risk and wanting to take risk, they were unfortunately in the mode of
continuing to want to take risk so none of these changes actually got implemented and sometimes one of the sorry
parts of the job, because in retrospect this would have been a good thing.

The second case study. It’s a UK insurance company and my client in this particular case are the trustees of
the UK pension scheme. This UK insurance company had de-mutualized in the late 90's and they followed U.S.
GAAP, sorry, UK GAAP, what that meant was the pension plan surplus or deficit is marked to market sitting on
their corporate balance sheet. And because they had only recently de-mutualized, I first started working with them
in the very early part of this decade, they wanted to present stability to the financial community, they wanted the
surplus- deficit to not to exhibit all that much volatility. This is from the corporate perspective, the trustees were
also aligned with wanting to reduce risk, for different reasons but everybody’s interests were aligned at that point.
I’m just trying to remember the timing, but FRS 17, this UK GAAP measure was introduced in 1999 or 2000 with
final effect actually coming into play in 2001 or 2002. At that point most of UK industry was going crazy with
respect to their pension plans. And this term that’s now ubiquitous of LDI kind of emerged in the UK. There was
a question before as to, I think André asked, what my view might be of, what might happen when Canadian
GAAP requires surplus or deficit to be mark-to-market on the balance sheet. I think what happened in the UK
was, nobody knew how to react. Plan sponsors didn’t know how the financial markets would react to very volatile
balance sheets, the financial markets didn’t know how to analyse this because I was actually in the UK in the
second half of 2001 and I was asking investment managers OK, so this happens, how are you going to think about
things?, and all I got were blank stares. So I think the use of derivatives in controlling balance sheet volatility
happened in the UK because nobody really knew how to operate and so they were all in essence heading for the
hills. I don’t think that’s going to happen in Canada, I don’t think it’s happened as a result of FAS 158 in the U.S.

Anyway, back to my case study here. That’s the circumstance of the company, if you think about the pension
plan as extremely large relative to the company, the pension fund roughly speaking was ten times annual payroll.
At that time, this is late 2002, early 2003 they had a smallish deficit, no more than about 5%, and you need to
keep in mind that in the UK context, liabilities are very long, they’re very sensitive to changes in yields or inflation
expectations because they’re indexed to inflation by law.

What did they do? They actually did things in increments in three or four waves. They used derivatives, swaps
in particular to hedge both yield and inflation exposure. And I say here in two phases. The market itself, the capital
markets tools in the UK evolved over this period of time. At the first point of implementation there were no, for
this client anyway, there were no packaged products, they implemented themselves obviously with the help of an
investment bank, one that is still not bankrupt, which is a good thing. They hedged at the 30 year point in the
yield curve, they hedged both yield and inflation and they did a duration hedge or a delta hedge.

So they were generally protected for parallel shifts in yields and inflation expectations, not for twists in either
of those. Then sort of fast forward a couple of years, the market in the UK evolved so that there are a number of
packaged arrangements that are on offer from investment managers to give them, that allows them to take
protection across the yield curve which they did. So they basically took their hedge from sitting all at the 30 year
point and they spread it along the yield curve to give them protection against twists. They also reduced equity
exposure. Before we started all of this, their exposure to equity was 85% of the fund as a whole and they went down
to 65 to 40 to 25% so, I mean, the trustees wanted to in their terms “de-risk” the plan, the company was also
aligned with that objective. And then earlier this year, they implemented an annuity contract that in essence hedged
the longevity exposure that they had to the pensioners. They didn’t outsource the payroll function, they’re still
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paying their pensioners internally but they have a contract with an insurance company that basically pays them a
bulk amount into the fund every month based on which of the pensioners are still alive.

With this company we also, this trustee group, we also provide on-going monitoring from an investment

performance standpoint traditionally organizations have looked at, you know, how’s my equity manager done
relative to an appropriate equity index? How’s my fixed income manager done relative to an appropriate fixed
income index? And this organization still does that. But if you think of the plan as a whole, what’s important for
this plan is the co-movement of assets and liabilities. So what they do in terms of monitoring is look monthly,
actually they look at it quarterly, but they get a monthly summary of the surplus or deficit in the plan on the basis
of on-going funding, on the basis of winding up and on the basis of accounting in spite of the fact that the trustee
has no responsibility for accounting but it’s important for them to know the effect on the sponsoring employer.
And they get a detailed reconciliation of the funding surplus-deficit to in essence let them know how well the
hedge is doing. And I’m not going to take you through the arithmetic but conceptually what it does it says, OK
what’s the deficit at the beginning of the month, what’s the deficit at the end of the month, and how did we get
from here to there? And it answers a number of questions and the questions with minor modifications were actually
suggested by the trustee. We need to know, you know, this that and the other thing.We transformed the questions,
we figured out the arithmetic and basically answer the questions, OK, what’s the change in the surplus or deficit
as a result of changes to operating assumptions? They might change their mortality basis, that’s not being hedged
for, that’s just sort of a random external shot. What’s the effect on the funded status of the obsolescence of the
liability benchmark? Their hedging, their liability cash flows based on a set of cash flows that were produced at a
fixed date, it happens to be September 30th of last year and that’s what everything was hedged to.

Two things happened. People don’t die or retire as we assume and they’re additional accruals. So this liability
benchmark that’s being hedged to is getting out of date. To what extent is that affecting either good or bad, the
surplus or deficit? They have for a variety of reasons that I won’t get into, they have not hedged 100%, they’ve
actually hedged about 90%.What’s the effect of that, the 10% exposure to yields and inflation expectations? Then
perhaps the most important question, given so much of a hedge that they have on, how effective has that been?
Given what we’re trying to hedge, how have the assets and liabilities moved or not together?

And then finally, what this hedge is, as I mentioned, a swap, so they have an obligation on their side of the
swap to pay LIBOR to the counter party. To what extent have the physical assets that they have generated this
LIBOR to be able to pay to their counter party? So that’s how they pulled apart the monitoring at a total fund level
and actually I think it’s quite effective. I don’t think you need to get, from a monitoring perspective, perfect answers
here. You need to get reasonably good numbers to basically say, are any of these particular numbers or causes of
change in the funded status overly large? So there’s something that you should be looking at, so it’s truly monitoring.
Is there something or an issue that we should be pursuing in more depth or not? That’s what this monitoring
answers, it doesn’t go on to say, something looks funny and here is the answer, it’s merely a diagnostic tool.

So with that, just want to leave you with some key messages. I think it’s important to integrate the pension
plan in the sponsor’s financial management to understand how it fits in there, to allow the sponsor to have some
context for how the pension plan fits into the rest of their business. Each sponsor is unique, those two case studies
came to dramatically different answers, even if there had been the same pension plan underlying both of them, those
two sponsors would still have come to different answers as to what the right result was. And certainly in the second
example, it’s pretty clear, the techniques, the tools that we have that are available on the investment side for risk
management are continuing to evolve. Perhaps over the last few months, some not so successfully but in general
they have evolved and have evolved well and I think to the benefit of the pension plans. Thanks.

Moderator Choquet:OK, so Steve thank you and I guess to continue the analogy with the bathroom story, I guess
you’re acting like a CRO in your household and you were working closely with the CEO which I presume would
be your wife?
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Speaker Bonnar: You’ve got that one right.

Moderator Choquet: And that’s the way actually it’s got to be with a CRO, it’s a position that needs to be close
to the CEO level. I’d like to start the question period, while people are getting up to the microphone, please feel
free to do so, but I’d like to ask a question before we start. Can you hear me actually, yea?

It’s a question I guess for both of you, and I found both your presentations were excellent in the sense that
they complement each other. Charles you’re taking on the view in a way of the consultant presenting the models
and Steve you’re taking on the view in a way of the plan sponsors and what plan sponsors are looking for. Recently
we heard that a lot of pension plans sponsors are asking for relief, for funding purposes, from federal regulators,
this has happened before in 2005, and we had a perfect storm in the early 2000.What do you see as the challenges
to bringing in this pension risk management framework within an ERM framework?What are the challenges that
you’re facing when you’re talking to clients about implementing that?

Speaker Bonnar: I think my description, I’ll answer your question directly but I think if you go through time and
you rewind back to sort of early 2000, late 1999. Didn’t matter to be quite honest how much of a discussion
around risk that you had, the perspective for most people was that more risk was good. We then went through the
first of several perfect storms in 2001-2002 in Canada and started slightly earlier elsewhere in the world, and by
the end of that, folks understood risk was an issue, and here when I say folks, folks responsible for managing
pension arrangements. They understood risk was an issue, they understood it intellectually but I don’t think they
understood it emotionally. I think this more recent turbulence is causing them to truly internalize what risk means
and they’re understanding it emotionally as well as intellectually. I think what that means is, there will be much
greater recognition of the price of risk, it will no longer continue to be under priced. And so people will understand
the value of risk in that reducing risk comes with a price tag benefit as well as an expected cost increase. And they’ll
be more likely to reduce risk. This is my view, for what it’s worth.

Speaker Gilbert: Yea, I think one of the key challenges from an Enterprise Risk Management perspective is that
you’ve got these competing objectives. You’ve got the funding requirements, the accounting, and you’ve got the
economic exposure as well and the first thing you have to do is decide what your focus going to be. Are you going
to be focussing on immunizing or hedging the economic exposure? That might be fine, but what does that do on
the funding side, on the accounting side, and what’s the implication there? So which is more important to you?
And I think that’s one of the real challenges and Steve, I was going to ask you. One of the benefits that I think we’ve

seen from the mark-to-market accounting is that it’s helped to align, you know, some of that to some extent. So
we’ve got from a risk management perspective, there’s always going to be the criticism that, yes it’s introducing a
lot more volatility but that’s manageable now and the fact that you’ve got both the accounting and the economic
exposures more aligned from a risk management perspective, it makes it a lot more clear and from the perspective
that you’re seeing it, and we’re seeing a lot more hedging…

Speaker Bonnar: Yep.

Speaker Gilbert: In the UK and...

Speaker Bonnar: Huge amount of hedging in terms of notional amount in the U.K.

Speaker Gilbert: and the Dutch as well...

Moderator Choquet: But the survey doesn’t show as much, anyway.
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Speaker Bonnar: Yeah, it’s interesting I think, and bear with me as I start the answer to this, just so that I don’t
get my head handed to me; I think when we move to an environment of pension expense, in essence reflecting the
change in the funded position of the plan from the beginning of the year to the end of the year with no smoothing,

that we’ll be in a better place in terms of the economics being able to hedge that, because simplistically if you look
at it, if what you’re trying to protect is your corporate balance sheet against surplus-deficit movements, and again
just focussing on yields, the duration is a lot longer than if you’re focussing on pension expense as currently
constituted in North American GAAP. It doesn’t matter whether it’s U.S. or Canada, that duration, the duration
of pension expenses is fundamentally shorter. And until I ran through models, it was never obvious to me that that
would be the case. But it is, I mean a typical pension plan’s liability duration is about 15 and a typical pension plan’s
pension expense duration, if you can sort of just think about that conceptually, is probably closer to nine or ten.
It would be nice to have one liability measure that was treated for all purposes, that was a true underlying economic
measure because then that could be dealt with in the capital markets. If it’s not a true underlying economic measure,
it can only be helped over the hurdle in the capital markets, it can’t actually be hedged.

Moderator Choquet: Could Economic Capital be it?

Speaker Bonnar: It depends exactly how it’s calculated and we didn’t get into enough of the detail. If from the
capital market effects, so yields, inflation and call it mismatched risks; if it’s calculated sort of on a true mark-to-
market basis on all of those dimensions at any point of interest, then it can help.

Moderator Choquet: Any questions from the floor?

Michael Promislow: I’ve got a question for Charles: you were talking about strategic risks and you expressed
them more qualitatively than quantitively, I’m wondering, can you assign, or how do you measure those, I guess
in general through the question, can you assign Economic Capital say, operational risk or regulatory risk or
something of that nature?

Speaker Gilbert: Yea, I guess the short answer is yes. I mean there’s been some study of loss data and there have
been some loss models that have been, Harry Panjer actually probably got the authoritative book on that, in terms
of trying to come up with an Economic Capital calculation for some of the operational risk. Companies are doing
that and there is work, but it’s a challenge as you can imagine, to come up with a meaningful measure of Economic
Capital. And you find situations where companies are saying that, I mean, we’ve got the risk covered that our
CEO does some scandalous activity because we set aside this amount of Economic Capital for it. So, how
meaningful is that from a risk management perspective?

Neil Duffy: I was just wondering what the average sponsor’s reaction is to this, when you talk to them about
Enterprise Risk Management, what are they shying away from it, just because the governance type concern, the
extra work they’d have to do, the extra expense they’d have to incur?

Speaker Bonnar: I’m not sure whether that was directed at me or at Charles but the process I just took you
through is the process I go through with clients, and nobody’s balking at that approach. And in general, it’s received
very favourably because in practice what it does is it has the sponsor talk in financial terms about their organization
and the impact of the pension plan on their organization. It forces me to think of it in business terms like that as
opposed to the alternative which is to sort of make the CFO orTreasurer think in pension arithmetic terms which,
to be quite honest, you know, except perhaps in very few circumstances is not what’s going to happen in general.
I don’t know what your experience is?
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Speaker Gilbert: I mean, personally I don’t do consulting to pension plans. So my experience is more on the asset
management side and it is a sell job, there is some convincing and some selling to get some buy-in into the value
of this and it’s fairly nascent I would say in the pension world. Whereas almost every single insurance company,

every single bank, recognizes the value and the importance and a lot of that is also being driven by the rating
agencies. Because the rating agencies are saying, we’re not just looking at, we’re looking at the quality of your risk
management and they’re actually coming up with separate assessments for insurance companies and banks of the
quality of the risk management that they’re doing and Enterprise Risk Management. In fact, Standard & Poor’s is
going to the extent of saying, OK that’s great, you have Enterprise Risk Management, it’s great that you’re
calculating Economic Capital, it’s great that you have these sophisticated models but you’re not using this to run
the business, you’re not using this as a strategic decision-making framework to achieve your financial goals, so
we’re not going to give you the excellent or the strong rating, we’re going to rate you adequate because you’re just
mitigating risk.

So in the last two or three years, the rating agencies have actually done quite a bit and Standard & Poor’s and
have started getting into the companies and specifically giving them an evaluation of the quality of their risk
management that influences the overall credit rating that they receive.

Speaker Bonnar: And S & P made an announcement around about a year ago that they were going to extend
Enterprise Risk Management rating to non-financial companies. I suspect they’ve been more than busy enough
with financial companies over the last little while, because I really haven’t seen the effect of that in talking to non-
financial organizations.

Moderator Choquet: Any more questions?Well, just running out of time anyway so I’d like to thank Charles and
Steve for fascinating presentations and for their time, so please give them a hand. (Applause) And I’d like to invite
you also tomorrow there’s two more sessions organized by the ERM Applications Committee one on international
developments in ERM and the other one, a case study that involves a look at what happened at AIG, so that
should be quite fascinating. Thank you very much and have a good day.
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